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Summary. The non-random distribution of degenerate code words in Bacteriophage MS2 RNA can be explained partially by considerations of the stability of
the codon-anticodon complex in prokaryotic systems. Supporting this hypothesis we note that wobble codons are positively selected in codons having G and/or
C in the first two positions. In contrast, wobble codons are statitically less likely
in codons composed of A and U in the first two positions. Analyses of nucleotides adjacent to 5 ' a n d 3' ends of codons indicate a nonrandom distribution as
well. It is thus likely that some elements of RNA evolution are independent of
the structural needs of the RNA itself and of the translated protein product.
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Introduction
The availability of the complete nucleotide sequence of Bacteriophage MS2 RNA has
permitted the direct comparison of genetic information and corresponding gene products
(Fiers et al., 1976). One of the observations made possible by analysis of this sequence
is that the choice of degenerate codons is clearly non-random (Fiers et al., 1971 and
1976).
Since the first segments of the RNA molecule which were sequenced involved strongly
basepaired hairpins, as these could be most readily obtained in pure form, it was originally thought that denegerate codons may be selected in order to optimise the secondary
and tertiary structural stability of the RNA (Adams et al., 1969; MinJou et al., 1971).
Further sequence information, however, did not provide statistically significant support
for this hypothesis. Nevertheless, the secondary structure of MS2 RNA is decidedly
more extensive and stronger than that of a random polynucleotide (7-9). As the mutation rate is higher in unpaired regions, (MinJou and Fiers, 1976), it follows that the
secondary (and tertiary) structure must also be biologically important. It was then
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proposed by Ball (1973) that the higher than random secondary structure in phage RNA
is brought about by constraints on the amino acid sequence, but this hypothesis has
been criticized as well (Fitch, 1974). The only alternative is that the choice between
degenerate codons for a given amino acid is in part influenced by structural requirements of the RNA. Such a forced choice, although sufficient to lead to the required
secondary structure, would not necessarily be detectable by statistical analysis. (Fiers
et al., 1976).
Another possible constraint on the free choice of degenerate code words is that of
modulation control, i.e., that the translation rate of different cistrons is regulated in
addition to the initiation frequency) by the use of certain rate-limiting codons (Ames
and Hartman, 1963 ; Stent, 1964). These would be recognized either by a minor species
of an isoaccepting tRNA or would interact inefficiently with their cognate tRNA. Indeed, in MS2 RNA there is a remarkable correlation between the high efficiency of coat
protein translation and the absence of certain code words, which are precisely recognized
by a minor species of isoaccepting tRNA. Particularly the codons AUA for isoleucine
and AGA/AGG for arginine are candidates for such a modulation role. There is also
some genetic evidence which pleads for a modulation role of AUA (MinJou et al.
1976).
But for many amino acids, the choice between the alternative codons is clearly nonrandom, as revealed by X-square analysis (Fiers, 1976), and yet the constraints cannot
be adequately explained by the effects discussed above. Therefore, one can speculate
that another important factor which leads to nonrandom codon use, may be dictated
by the requirements of the translation machinery and, in particular the efficiency of
codon-anticodon interaction. Indeed, several observations point to the existence of
well-defined structural rules in this interaction. From data on tRNA sequences
(Sprinzl et al., 1978) it is obvious that all possible combinations of the four bases A,
G, C, U are not found in the 3 positions of the anticodon. For example, A is never
present in the wobble position of the tRNA anticodon and consequently all codons
ending with a pyrimidine base must be read by an anticodon starting with a guanosine
or inosine. Furthermore, in E. coli, and most probably in all prokaryotic cells, no
tRNAs, which have a G in the second position of the anticodon, contain C in the first
position. In addition U found in the first (wobble) position is almost always modified
as in uridine-5-oxyacetic acid or derivatives of 2-thiouridines (McCloskey and
Nishimura, 1977). In the latter cases the thiolation of uridine considerably increases
its stacking energy (Mazumdar et al., 1974) rendering the modified nucleoside incapable
of wobbling, i.e., reading a G in third position of the codon (Ohashi et al., 1970 et
Grosjean et al., 1978). More striking is the relationship between the nucleoside in the
third position of the anticodon and 3'-adjacent nucleoside. In E. coli tRNA, when
the third nucleoside is A or U the adjacent nucleoside is invariably hypermodified as in
2-methylthio-6-isopentenyl adenosine or 6-threonyl adenosine except for initiator
tRNA. Recent studies on the stability of anticodon-anticodon interactions, show
these hypermodified nucleosides contribute significantly to the thermal stability of a
base-paired complex, especially those involving the weaker A-U pair (Grosjean et al,
1976). In fact, the proper functioning of these tRNAs in prokaryotic ribosome-directed
protein synthesis is contingent on the presence of the hypermodified nucleoside adjacent to the anticodon, although the aminoacylation reaction is not (Gefter and Russell,
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1969; Miller et al., 1976). E. coli tRNAs, which contain only G and/or C in the anticodon, (glycine, alanine, and proline) have no such hypermodification suggesting that
the intrinsic stability of their codon-anticodon complexes is sufficient for proper
translation.
These observations lead one to the notion of an "optimal" energy of stabilisation
for the codon-anticodon complex. In the present study we show that this optimal
energy concept can explain at least part of the non-random distribution of codon frequencies in bacteriophage MS2 RNA.
The Analysis of MS2 RNA
In a first series of analyses we have compared triplet frequencies in all three genes of
MS2 RNA (1068 codons assigned) with expected values calculated from the base analysis of each triplet position. In this way both in phase triplets (the codon) denoted by
1,2, 3 and out of phase triplets consisting either of the last two positions in one codon
and the first position in the next, denoted by 2, 3.1 or the last position plus the first
two in the next codon, denoted by 3.1,2- have been tabulated.
A chi-squared test of how non-random are the data in these three contingency tables
gives: 1,2, 3.;X 2 =166.8; for 2, 3.1X 2 = 6 9 . 4 a n d f o r 3 . 1 , 2 X 2=37.1. It is thus obvious that an important contribution to the skewed distribution in the MS2 sequence
involves the non-random in-phase codon utilization, a large but not predominant proportion of which results from the absence of the termination codons, UGA, UAA, and
UAG.
Further analysis of code word use is complicated by the constraints imposed on the
nucleotide sequence by the aminoacid requirements of the resulting protein, For
example, the overuse of the tryptophan codon UGG (23 times vs 11 times expected
for a random distribution) is probably due to the structural requirements of the proteins coded for by MS2 RNA.
Therefore, in the present analysis we have concentrated our effort on degenerate
codons read by the same tRNA. In this way, we avoid restrictions imposed on the protein str,ucture, since both codons are for the same aminoacid. Likewise we avoid any
possible translation control imposed by cellular tRNA levels (discussed above) since the
two codons are read by the same tRNA.
A list of codons, their frequencies and the anti-codon sequence of the E. coli tRNA
which reads them is given in Table 1. We may then ask the question: is the use of the
"wobble" interaction G-U instead of G-C dependent on the first two nucleotides in the
codon? The answer is clearly yes. In codons containing A and/or U, in the first and
second position, the wobble U base is strongly selected against. For example, the
tyrosine codon UAU is used 9 times, whereas the UAC codon occurs 32 times. The
codons of phenylalanine (UUU and UUC), isoleucine (AUU and AUC) and asparagine
(AAU and AAC) show a similar preferential use of the NNC codon.
But in the case of codons containing G and/or C in the first and second position, the
phenomenon is reversed. Here the codons containing the wobble U base are selected.
Thus for glycine, the codon GGU is used 37 times and GGC only 16 times. The differences of equivalent codons for proline (CCU over CCC) and alanine (GCU over GCC)
are less pronounced, but still evident. The other G-C containing codon (arginine) is
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particular, at least in E. coli, in that the tRNAArg contains an inosine instead of a G
in the wobble position.
It seems, therefore, that in the case of intrinsically weak codon-anticodon interaction, involving A and/or U in position I and 2, it is the strong, non-wobble codon
which is strongly favored. The opposite effect is found in intrinsically strong codonanticodon interactions, that is containing G and/or C in the first two positions, here
the weak wobble interaction is favored. The interpretations that we give here to explain
codon choice are consistent and compatible with the notion of the optimal energy requirement of codon-anticodon interaction previously mentioned. Although Table 1 was
constructed from the sum of codons from the three MS2 proteins, the correlation
between codon composition and use of the wobble holds for three MS2 genes individually.
The correlation does not hold for codon pairs containing purines in the third position of the codon which are read by the same tRNA having a V base at the wobble position in anticodon. All these tRNAs (specific for serine, proline, threonine, alanine
and valine whose contain at least one G or C in the first two positions of anticodon
might already fall within the range of "optimal" interaction with the corresponding
codon. For these codons indeed no preference is evident (see Table 1).
It may be significant, however, that intrinsically weak codons, i.e., composed of A
and/or U in the first two positions have a strong preference for Watson-Crick pair in
the third position.
Subsequently we examined the skewness of out-of-phase triplet frequencies (i.e.,
3.1,2 and 2, 3.1) for any interpretable tendencies. While there is clearly a non-random
use of nucleotides adjacent to the 3'-end of codons as indicated by the X square value
cited above we have not been able to interpret this in any coherent manner. For example, we take all 16 codons ending in G and divide them in two groups according to
whether they are read by the same tRNA as the corresponding codon termination in A
(like with codons specific for valine, serine, proline, threonine and alanine), or whether
they are read by different tRNAs. In the first case, a typical non-random frequency
of the 3' adjacent base is found: A, 32 times; C, 22; G, 19; U, 27. While in the second
case we found A, 40;C, 39; G, 55; U, 38. The ratio of G in the two cases is striking
but as yet uninterpretable. The non-random distribution of out-of-phase triplets could
be significant especially in connection with recent work on the variation of suppressor
tRNA effieiencies as a function of "context" of the suppressible chain terminating
codons (Akaboschi et al., 1976; Colby et al., 1976; Feinstein and Altman, 1977). If
context in mRNA is important to the proper codon-anticodon interation one would
expect a relationship between codons and their preceding and following bases. Context effects are of course already shown on the tRNA side of the codon-anticodon interaction (see above on the hypermodified nucleotide).
In conclusion, the finding that degenerate codon selection may depend on the
energetic nature of the codon-anticodon complex has some important implications in
the study of the translational process.
1. The mRNA sequence evolves at least to some extent independently of restrictions
imposea by the protein products activity or structure and by the secondary and tertiary structural requirements of the RNA (see Fitch, 1976). It may be predicted,
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however, that the wobble correlation from a prokaryotic system presented here could
differ significantly from eukaryotes. One indication of this difference is the use of more
inosine in the wobble position of eukaryotic tRNAs.
2. The biological rationale of the wobble in MS2 RNA decoding may be related to a
"fine tuning" of the energy requirement of a proper codon-anticodon interaction. This
hypothesis should be testable using thermodynamic studies such as those already in
progress by one of us (H.G.)
3. The finding that nucleotides adjacent to codons are not randomly distributed would
suggest that "context" effects may play an important role in proper translation. This
suggestion is lent credibility by reports on the context effect on suppression of nonsense mutations.
Finally, one important question is to know if our observation made with Bacteriophase MS2 RNA can be generalized to other prokaryotic mRNA. Unfortunately, at
present it is not possible to compare the results with enough long sequences of prokaryotic mRNAs. However, a comparison can be made with the nucleotide sequence
of the phage ~X174 (1346 codons unambiguously assigned, Sanger et al., 1977). The
use of synonymous codons is clearly non-random, but the pattern is quite different
from that observed with MS2 RNA. There is an extremely striking preference for U
in the third position. This may be due to other constraints, which are more important
than an optimalisation of the translation efficiency, for example, synthesis of single
standed DNA or packaging. Also, the burst size of a ~X174 infection is only about
200 - 400 particles per cell (Sinsheimer, 1970) while it reaches 5,000 to 10,000 for the
RNA-phages, again pointing to the remarkable translation (and replication) efficiency
of the latter. We do note, however, that also in the case of ~X174 the codons, which
we have previously implicated in a modulation function, are conspicuously low, viz.
AUA for isoleucine and AGA/AGG for arginine. This comparison does not mean that
the phenomenon of an optimal codon-anticodon interaction is restricted to MS2 RNA.
Indeed, the doublet frequencies, especially of the MS2 coat gene, are remarkably similar
to those of the host cell genome, Elton et al., 1976).
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